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Liz Cheney Repeats Claim That Trump “Provoked January
6 Attack,” Must Suffer “Enhanced Criminal Penalties”

AP Images
Liz Cheney

Liz Cheney, co-chair of the infamous January
6 investigative committee, tried to breathe
life into the dormant and essentially invisible
effort to turn the event into a political tool
Democrats can use in November. After
months of investigation by the Democrat-
controlled committee (also including two
rabid Republican anti-Trumpers, Cheney and
Adam Schiff), she breathlessly told Chuck
Todd, host of NBC’s Meet the Press on
Sunday:

We’re looking at things like: do we
need additional enhanced criminal
penalties for the kind of supreme
dereliction of duty that you saw with
[President Donald] Trump when he
refused to tell the mob to go home
after he had provoked that attack on
the Capitol?

After issuing 90 subpoenas and hearing testimony from almost 700 witnesses, this is all she could come
up with: “There will be legislative recommendations, and there certainly will be new information.”

But she is sure that former President Trump is guilty of something:

I have not learned a single thing since I have been on this committee that has made me less
concerned or less worried about the gravity of the situation and the actions that President
Trump took and also refused to take while the attack was underway.

The Washington Post has exposed the sham and the fraud: The committee is nothing more than a
political weapon to be used against Trump and his supporters in an attempt to influence the midterm
elections in November. Wrote the Post: “They’ll attempt to do so this spring through public hearings,
along with a potential interim report and a final report that will be published ahead of the November
midterms — with the findings likely [to be] a key part of the Democrats’ midterm strategy.”

Daniel Oliver, chairman of the board of the Education and Research Institute (ERI), writing in Human
Events, agrees:

The Pelosi committee is just a tool: a tool with which the Democrats are attempting to
discredit Republicans of all stripes and to win the 2022 election … and perhaps also cover
up Pelosi’s own rejection of National Guard assistance on January 6….

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/jan-6-panel-will-reveal-new-information-attack-cheney-says-rcna20790
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The goal of her committee members is not to discover the truth; they don’t care about the
truth any more than they cared about the truth of the now wholly debunked Trump-Russia
collusion story, which we now know (we always surmised it) was a Hillary Clinton campaign
dirty trick.

The immediate goal of the Pelosi cabal is just another dirty trick … poison the 2022
elections.

The only problem with that strategy is that the American people don’t care. They do care about high
and increasing gas and grocery prices.  They do care about the increase in violent crime, they do care
about the Russian attacks on Ukraine, they do care about the immigration flood overwhelming the
nation’s southern border. What don’t they care about? The Cheney/Pelosi farce that is the only tool
Democrats think they might have to avoid a cataclysmic, historic bashing in November.

The Cheney/Pelosi cabal will enlist the help of the compliant media. As The Washington Post explained:

[The January committee is] seeking to compile dramatic videos, texts and emails in a digital
format that is easy to understand — and easy to share on social media.

And they want to put together blockbuster hearings that the public actually tunes into.

But even if they build it, people won’t come. They’ll be much more focused on the failures of the Biden
administration and his Democratic enablers in the House and the Senate. And polls show that they’re
prepared to do something historic come November: possibly so weaken the Democratic Party with such
devastating losses that it will, for a time at least, cease to function as a credible political party. 
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